
Briefing: Sudan’s escalating crisis 
  
 

 
Humanitarian Aid Relief Trust (HART) continues to receive deeply disturbing reports from partners in Sudan of 
continuing escalations of human rights abuses in the Republic of Sudan, particularly in the ‘three areas’ of Abyei, 
South Kordofan and Blue Nile.  
 
The last month has seen renewed ground offences between the Sudan Armed Forces (SAF) and Sudan People’s 
Liberation Army – North (SPLM-N), and indiscriminate aerial bombardment of civilians by the SAF in both South 
Kordofan and Blue Nile. There have been at least two incidents of bombardment by SAF within the borders of South 
Sudan. The UNCHR has estimated that there are now 185,000 refugees from South Kordofan and Blue Nile in South 
Sudan and Ethiopia, many more (over 400,000 in total) are internally displaced, trapped inside Sudan and in 
desperate need of urgent humanitarian assistance. 
 
HART’s contacts on the ground believe that fighting is likely to escalate further before the end of the dry season in 
May/June. Increasing tensions between Sudan and its neighbours compound serious fears of a return to war in the 
region. According to a recent document published by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, up to 70% of 
Sudan’s income is being used for military expenditure.  
 
 

KEY DEVELOPMENTS 
 
South Kordofan 

• Fighting began in South Kordofan between SAF and SPLM-N on 5 June 2011. Since the collapse of the 28 July 
Two Areas Framework Agreement, there have been no substantive negotiations between SPLM-N and the 
Government of Sudan (GoS).  

• Heavy fighting continues between SPLA-North and SAF. Most fighting has taken place east and west of 
Kadugli town and in Buram locality. SAF have reinforced positions near Roroge and Lake Jau (Buram) and in 
eastern Kadugli. SPLM-N has also launched its own offensives in Dilling town and Amasmasim as well as Al 
Abbassiya locality.  

• Clashes in new areas, such as Dilling town and Al Abbasiya locality are creating new waves of displacement.   
• Since the conflict began, aerial bombardment by SAF has been an almost daily occurrence, with 923 bombs 

recorded between June and January 2012, killing 83 and injuring 170 people. 83 shells or rockets have also 
been recorded since November. 

• In the last two months, indiscriminate bombing has also been reported in Tagolie (Buram locality), Alabo 
and Kurchi (Umm locality), in Heiban locality and in Jau. 

• Amnesty International has evidence of armaments the same as used in Darfur. Aircraft and weapons are 
from China, Russia and Belarus.  

• Aid agencies suggest at least 305,523 people are displaced from South Kordofan because of the conflict in 
January. A further 29,000 have fled Al Abbasiya in February. There are significant challenges in accessing 
those in remote areas, which will only become more difficult in the rainy season (from May). 

• Although this number seems large, only 26,000 people displaced from South Kordofan have been registered 
at the main refugee camp in Yida, South Sudan, which suggests that there are still large numbers of people 
trapped in South Kordofan. Many arriving in Yida are suffering severe health problems having walked for 
days without food or water and vulnerable to continuing aerial bombardments. 

• The government of Khartoum continues to deny access to humanitarian organisations to reach the victims 
of the conflict. 

• The governor in Southern Kordofan, already wanted by the International Criminal Court (ICC) for war crimes 
in Darfur, has prevented the setting up of camps for those who have been displaced. 

• The humanitarian conditions for the displaced are deteriorating with many hiding in caves in the mountains 
at risk from lethal snakes. HART was told “We are more afraid of the bombs than we are of the snakes”. 
Hiding in the harsh mountain conditions, they cannot obtain adequate supplies of food, water and 
medicines. Incidence of diseases including pneumonia, diarrhoea, skin infections, malaria, and typhoid is 
rising. 

• Recent clashes have affected one of the main routes used by civilians to reach South Sudan. Conflict and 
severe lack of food and water are making it difficult for civilians to flee across the international borders.  



 
The risk of famine in South Kordofan 

• There is widespread fear among international NGOs of a dangerous level of food insecurity from March 
onwards with a diminishing opportunity to deliver humanitarian assistance to the most vulnerable.  

• Constant aerial bombardment has prevented farmers from cultivating their land, inevitably exacerbating 
the desperate situation with regard to food supplies. For example, reports from the Buram locality show that 
only 23% of fields were cultivated this year and that the amount of food available in markets is thought to be 
as low as 15% of that available in previous years.  

• Similar figures are estimated in Heiban locality, with reports that only 25-30% of land has been cultivated in 
comparison to other years and that sorghum harvests from November would last the average family only 2-
3months, even with only 1 meal a day. In an average year, this would last 9 months. 

• Deaths from malnutrition are already recorded; and growing numbers of children suffering from 
malnutrition - estimated 20-27% of children in Heiban and approximately the same figure for refugees 
arriving in Yida recorded on an index of Global Acute Malnutrition (GAM) and 2-9% on Severe Acute 
Malnutrition (SAM). 

• Reports from Dellami state that only 10% staple food items are available in markets, with prices more than 
double what they have been in previous years. In Yabus, for example, a 90kg bag of sorghum that cost 
90SDG last year, cost as much as 150SDG in early February. 

• With the end of the dry season approaching, the amount of food and water available to those trapped in the 
Nuba Mountains will only decrease, unless access for humanitarian organisations is granted by Khartoum. 

• In spite of increased efforts throughout January and February by the international community to gain access, 
little progress has been made.  

• On 14 February, the UN, African Union and the League of Arab States called on the Government of Sudan 
and SPLM-N to allow access to the areas affected by conflict for humanitarian aid. This was endorsed by the 
UN Security council who have called for unrestricted humanitarian access.  

• Without assistance and a cessation of hostilities there is a significant risk of ongoing reduced harvests.  
• Urgent food assistance is required before the arrival of the rainy season in May when many areas will 

become impossible to access.  
 
 

Blue Nile 
• Fighting in Blue Nile State began on 1 September 2011. There has been an upsurge of fighting since January 

as dry season offensives continue.  
• Since January, offensives between SAF and SPLM-N have taken place in Ulu, Asillag, Wadabok (Bau locality), 

in Ahmarsidak, and in Damazin and Dindro in Magaja. 
• Reports from numerous sources consistently describe offensives and atrocities perpetrated by the 

Government of Sudan similar to those reported in Southern Kordofan. These include aerial bombardment 
resulting in civilian deaths and injuries, denial of access for humanitarian aid, extrajudicial killings, detentions 
and torture of civilians, and looting of civilian properties. 

• There are reports of bombings of refugees by Antanovs in Blue Nile in Ulu and Aroon (Bau locality) in 
November, and in Chali and bnear Yabus (Kurmuk locality) and Magaja and Mada (Bay locality) in February. 
There are also reports of bombings of refugees by helicopter gunships in Assilag on 26 January and in Magaja 
on 10 February. 

• A new report by the Satellite Sentinel Project (SSP) analysing images captured on 11 - 27 November indicates 
SAF destruction of civilian homes, heavy armour movement and aerial bombardment in Amara village.  

• On January 23, air attacks were carried out on a refugee camp in the town of Elfoj in Upper Nile state, South 
Sudan. The camp holds 5,000 people who have fled fighting in Blue Nile in Sudan and is located just 10km 
from the border with Sudan. One boy was injured and 14 people are missing. 

• SPLM-N have reported large numbers of civilians who have fled Blue Nile are stuck at the border trying to 
enter South Sudan due to sever lack of food and water on the route and continued aerial bombing by SAF.  

• The main humanitarian priority for Blue Nile is access to water, particularly for those on route to South 
Sudan where not only is water scarce but also renewed fighting near to the border has made the journey too 
dangerous for many to attempt. 

 
 
 
 



Abyei  
• After fighting began in May 2011, over 120,000 of the indigenous Ngok Dinka Population fled to South 

Sudan. Many aid organisations, including Oxfam, pulled out of the region.  
• UNCHR publically condemned the Sudanese take-over of the Abyei region. 
• On December 22, the mandate of the UN peacekeeping force in Abyei was extended for a further 5 months. 

The situation remains unresolved. 
• The plight of civilians displaced from Abyei continues to be cause for grave concern both for Sudan and 

South Sudan. During a visit to Bahr-El-Ghazel in November 2011, HART met some of the many 100,000 who 
had fled the fighting in Abyei and are still living in conditions of great hardship in improvised camps without 
adequate facilities or supplies. 

• In the last month, some civilians have returned to Abyei (although not to the town which remains occupied 
by SAF). 
 
 

North-South relations 
• Tensions have escalated severely over oil and other post-secession issues. 
• On 10 February, Sudan and South Sudan signed a non-aggression treaty relating to contested border issues 

during African-Union led talks in the Ethiopian capital. 
• In the last two months, fighting once again spilt across the border into South Sudan, including SAF bombings 

near a refugee site in Elfoj (Upper Nile) on 23 January and Jau (Unity State), in the latter case despite the 
memorandum of understanding. Similar bombings of refugees took place in Yida in November.  

• On the same day, South Sudan accused Sudan of violating this agreement by Sudanese jet bombardment of 
Jau, Unity state. 
 
 

The UN Security Council and the International Community must urgently respond to the following issues: 
 

1. The Government of Sudan’s continuing military offensives, including aerial bombardment of civilians by 
Antonovs, MiGs and helicopter gunships. 

2. As the dry season approaches there is acute fear of an intensification of military activities with grave 
consequences for the civilian population. 

3. The Government of Sudan’s refusal to allow access by humanitarian aid organisations to civilians, wherever 
they are in need. At present, Khartoum is using starvation as a weapon of war. 

4.  Urgent provision of adequate humanitarian aid to displaced people who have fled from Abyei, South 
Kordofan and Blue Nile. 

5. The right to self-determination for Abyei, as determined by the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA). 
 
 
Recommendations 
 

1. An international independent committee of enquiry to be sent by the UN Security Council to the 
three areas to investigate and report on recent development. 

2. The British Government should seriously consider implementing targeted sanctions to try to 
halt Khartoum’s continuing policies, which are inflicting widespread death and destruction.  
These could include a UK trade embargo and diplomatic sanctions imposed on senior politicians 
in Khartoum’s ruling party responsible for the humanitarian crisis and human rights offences.  

3. The British Government should downgrade diplomatic relations with the Government of Sudan.  
4. Reconsideration of the mandate of UN missions in Sudan and South Sudan.  
5. A plan formulated for the implementation of the right to self-determination in Abyei, as 

detailed by the CPA that does not rely on the Government of Sudan.  
6. The international community should make the necessary security arrangements for urgent 

delivery of cross border aid into South Kordofan and Blue Nile. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Key Dates 
 
May 
15 - Ahmed Haroun elected governor of South Kordofan 
20 - Fighting began in Abyei 
21 – Aerial bombardment in Abyei 
30 – Military governor appointed in Abyei 
 
June 
3 – UN Security Council condemns Sudan’s takeover of 
Abyei region  
5 – Fighting began in South Kordofan 

9 – Aerial bombardment began in South Kordofan 
10 – SPLA accuse Khartoum of bombing Unity State  
20 – Abyei temporary agreement signed following peace 
talks in Addis Ababa 
27 – UN authorises peacekeepers in Abyei 
28 – GoS positions rocket launchers near border of South 
Kordofan 
 
July 
9 – South Sudan becomes independent  

13 – Satellite evidence of mass graves in South Kordofan 
18 – UN report on South Kordofan is leaked 
 
August 
2 – 4 UN peacekeepers killed by a landmine in Abyei 
23 – President Al-Bashir announces two week ceasefire 
in South Kordofan  
30 – Sudan accuses South Sudan of backing rebels in 
South Kordofan  
 
September 
1 – Fighting begins in Blue Nile 
9 – Sudan and South Sudan remove troops from Abyei  
19 – Sudan and South Sudan sign border deal (which 
agrees to open 10 border crossings) 
21 - Al-Hadi Bushra elected as governor of Blue Nile  
 
October 
9 – Sudan and South Sudan set deadline to resolve 
disputes 
28 – Aerial bombardment begins in Blue Nile  
 
November 
3 – Sudan forces capture SPLM-N stronghold Kurmuk in 
Blue Nile 
8 – GoS bombs small refugee camp at Mabaan killing 12  
10 – GoS bombs Yida refugee camp bombed in Unity 
State, South Sudan 

28 – Arrest warrant issued for Omar Al-Bashir by 
Kenyan Court 
 
December 
2 – ICC court seeks warrant for Sudan defence minister 
22 – UN peacekeeping forces in Blue Nile mandate 
extended 
 
January 
2-9 – Attacks on villages near Buram with 34 bombs 
dropped, killing 19 civilians and injuring 34. Also  
20 – President Salva Kiir announces that oil production 
will be halted 
22 – Renewed fighting in Blue Nile  
24 – Air attack on refugee camp in Upper Nile state, 
South Sudan 
25 – New oil pipeline announced between South Sudan 
and Kenya 
 
February 
5-11 – Magaja and Mada in Blue Nile bombed 
9-11-  SAF offensive on Magaja 
10 – Non-aggression treaty signed between Sudan and 
South Sudan 
10 – SAF accused of attack on Jau, Unity State 
 
March 
6 – Oil talks resume between Sudan and South Sudan

 


